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Vehicle–Track Coupled Dynamics: Theory and ApplicationsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book systematically presents the theory, numerical implementation, field experiments and practical engineering applications of the ‘Vehicle–Track Coupled Dynamics’. Representing a radical departure from classic vehicle system dynamics and track dynamics, the vehicle–track coupled dynamics theory...
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Intelligence and Security Informatics: Pacific Asia Workshop, PAISI 2011, Beijing, China, July 9, 2011Springer, 2011

	concerned with the study of the development and use of advanced information
	technologies and systems for national, international, and societal security-related
	applications. In the past few years,we have witnessed that ISI experienced tremendous
	growth and attracted significant interest involving academic researchers in
	related fields...
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Ideas are Free: How the Idea Revolution is Liberating People and Transforming OrganizationsBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2004
The fact is, because they’re the ones doing the day-to-day work, front-line employees see a great many problems and opportunities that their managers don’t. But most organizations do very poorly at tapping into this extraordinary potential source of revenue-enhancing and savings-generated ideas.

Drawing on extensive research...
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Messaging for Engineering: From Research to ActionNational Academy Press, 2013

	For those in the broad engineering community--those who employ, work with, and/or educate engineers, and engineers themselves--there is no need to explain the importance and value of engineering. They understand that engineers help make the world a better place for all, that they regularly grapple with important societal and environmental...
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Animation from Pencils to Pixels: Classical Techniques for the Digital AnimatorFocal Press, 2006
Just add talent!

Award-winning animator Tony White brings you the ultimate book for digital animation. Here you will find the classic knowledge of many legendary techniques revealed, paired with information relevant to today's capable, state-of-the-art technologies.

White leaves nothing out. What contemporary digital animators...
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Emerging Environmental TechnologiesSpringer, 2008
With increasing attention being paid to the changing environment and the underlining reasons from the change, scientists are working at a faster pace to invent technologies that could have a positive impact. This book exclusively focuses on the technologies that would be in the forefront in near to far future. Each and every article in the book is...
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Coherent Behavior in Neuronal Networks (Springer Series in Computational Neuroscience)Springer, 2009
Recent experimental research advances have led to increasingly detailed descriptions of how networks of interacting neurons process information. With these developments, it has become clear that dynamic network behaviors underlie information processing, and that the observed activity patterns cannot be fully explained by simple concepts such as...
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Physics for Radiation Protection: A HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A highly practical resource for health physicists and other professionals in radiation protection. The new edition has been completely revised and updated. New chapters were added on internal radiation dose and the environmental behavior of radionuclides, as well as a new section on log-normal distribution of environmental...
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Touch of Class: Learning to Program Well with Objects and ContractsSpringer, 2009
From object technology pioneer and ETH Zurich professor Bertrand Meyer, winner of the Jolt award and the ACM Software System Award, a revolutionary textbook that makes learning programming fun and rewarding. Meyer builds his presentation on a rich object-oriented software system supporting graphics and multimedia, which students can use to produce...
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The Changing Strategies of International Business: How MNEs Manage in a Changing Commercial and Political Landscape (The Academy of International Business)Springer, 2019

	
		The ACADEMY OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (UK and Ireland Chapter)

	
		Published in association with the UK and Ireland Chapter of the Academy of International Business.

	
		In line with the 45th AIB-UKI conference, this edited collection brings together fresh perspectives on international business strategy,...
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Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks (SWITCH) Foundation Learning GuideCisco Press, 2010

	Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks (SWITCH) Foundation Learning Guide: Foundation learning for SWITCH 642-813


	 


	Richard Froom, CCIE No. 5102


	Balaji Sivasubramanian


	Erum...
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Implementing Cisco IP Routing (ROUTE) Foundation Learning GuideCisco Press, 2010

	Implementing Cisco IP Routing (ROUTE) Foundation Learning Guide is a Cisco® authorized learning tool for CCNP®/CCDP®/CCIP® preparation. As part of the Cisco Press Foundation Learning Series, this book teaches you how to plan, configure, maintain, and scale a...
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